Vector F Series
®

Multi-Cook Oven

Empower your kitchen
with 4 OVENS IN 1

Unmatched cooking results & value.
Designed for flexible, high-volume food production, Vector F Series ovens are available in three or four chambers.
Exclusive Structured Air Technology® delivers superior cooking results — cooking each food item at its optimal cook settings.
A stackable, waterless design significantly reduces installation and operating costs, adding value to your kitchen.

STAGE 1:
525°F 1:00

70% Fan Speed

STAGE 2:
525°F 3:00

100% Fan Speed

475°F

5:45

100% Fan Speed

STAGE 1:
425°F 5:00

100% Fan Speed

STAGE 2:
475°F 2:00

100% Fan Speed

STAGE 1:
325°F 4:00

60% Fan Speed

STAGE 2:
350°F 6:00

80% Fan Speed

Settings vary based on starting product and desired
cooking results. Our culinary team is available to assist
with customized cook settings and menu development.

V E C T O R ® M U LT I - C O O K O V E N S | F S E R I E S

Increase productivity with effortless operation.
- Reallocate skilled labor and eliminate the need for cheffing pans.

- Replace or relieve multiple pieces of equipment in the kitchen.

- Reduce training time with simple, intuitive operation.

- Cook by time or optional probe in single or combined
lower chambers.

- Streamline processes and ensure consistency
with enhanced controls and ChefLinc
remote oven management.
TM

- Stack with multiple pieces of equipment, including Combitherm®
ovens, to minimize equipment footprint and optimize kitchen layout.

Exclusive Structured Air Technology ®
The secret to more food, more often with the highest quality lies in Structured Air Technology.
This innovation cooks up to four different food items simultaneously – at the optimal cook settings for each.
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Unleash the power of four ovens in one.

Learn more at: alto-shaam.com/vector
1264

